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CHAPTER X 

XNTRCHXICTXON 

Tliia theais will examine certain aspects of the stock market. 

These faetora are of partieular algnlfieaaee to th« Investor and his 

inveatmeat daeiaioa. the apeeific characteristies to be considered are 

thoae which are related to the proeeaa of selection and timing of 

investment commitments. 

Few American economic institutions have received as much attention 

from as many different sources as has the atoek market. Examination 

of the structure and function of the stock market has been approached 

from almost every emieeivable aspect. This study is continuing at a 

degree of dedicated intensity that is probably more pronounced than at 

any other period of time. It la highly probable that aa more and more 

investors are attracted to the investment opportunities of the stock 

market, the level of the intensity of market study and analysis will 

not only continue at its present rate, but will actually increase. 

The major impetus for the research and analysis which has been 

directed toward the stock market is profit motivation. The objective 

of the studies of the stock market is to ascertain certain character

istics which could explain aecurity price changes. With an understanding 

of the stock market in this relationship, even the most amateur of 

investors could expect to reap enormous profits through trading 

activities. Specifically, the investor would be able to predict price 

movements before they occur. If the nature of the stock market were 

underatood, then the causal factors for most price changes could be 



laolatad, Zf tbaaa ralaeianahipa eould be laolatad, than the ability 

to pradiet the ehaagaa in aaeurity prieaa bafore the movement oceurrad 

would be a natural raault. 

In esaeoea, the specifie ol»J«etlva of the stock narkat atudlaa 

la th« aolution of ttaa ixiveatment problem wbich la a tifo«proagsd 

quaatloo eonalating of timliig wad selection determination. Timiag la 

the process of aaleetiiig the optimum moment in tima fmr the ptirehoaa 

or sala or a aaewrity in order to achieve the greatest profit potential 

in the investment daeialcm. Through the ywu:9, the mortality rata 

of tha many invastmaat tactoii|ttaa that have devaleped from the mai^ 

markat atudiaa haa haen aatraaaly hi|^. Thia high rate of failure has 

baaa experianead because none of the taehoiquea have sueeeeded in 

aolviag the investment problam for any appraeiahle period of time with 

the desired d^rea of eoaaiatant success. As a result of the study 

of the atoek market md the applieation of the koowled^ i^ich was 

gained through both the successes and failuraa of countless investment 

tachaiquaa that have either proven or diaproven their validity through 

time and usage, a tremendous aoount of knowle^e has been aeeumulated. 

Within the surviving body of thought, there are two principle philos* 

Oldies of ^iproaeh to the investment problem. tb/& first is that of the 

fiindaaientalist, aead the second is the philosoi^y of technical analysis. 

Although both philosophies have the same basic objective, the method 

of solution of ths investment problem employed by each is quite 

different. 



The Fundamental Approach 

The essence of fundamental analysis for the investment decision 

is the interpretation of statistical information. The scope of the 

information which is considered by the fundamental analyst includes 

any information which is considered to be of significance in 

determining the economic past, present, and future of the firm or firms 

whoae securities are in the process of being considered for investment 

1 

purposes. 

Within the extremely broad scope of factors which the fundamental 

analyst considers in his method of analysis are two widely separated 

areas. The largest area is that of statistical information outside 

the strict limitations of the stock market. This area of consideration 

is normally further subdivided into tiro additional sectors of analysis 

whose respective importance varies with the type of industry under 

consideration. The two sections within this level of consideration are 
2 

general business conditions and political influences. 

Study of those factors lying outside the stock market which are 

determined to be of significant importance to the economic future of a 

particular firm is composed largely of information taken directly from 
3 

the economic history of the firm. This area of consideration includes 

^George L. Leffler, The Stock Market (New York: The Ronald Press 

Co., 1957), p. 497. 

^Ibid., p. 502. 

3 
Ibid., p. 502. 



the film* a hiafeorieal •arataga, Fvoductloii lavala« aalaa volumaa» aad 

othar groupa of almilay Inloimatloo tdiich daaeriba tha ecoaoraic 

ehavactariatiea of tha firm undar oonalAaration, At thia point, tha 

aeopa of fwadasumtai aaalyaia la incfoaaad* The faetora which ware 

ialtially airaBlmid on tha aiiigla coo^paay laval are now conaldarad on 

att iad«atiy«wlda baaia for eemparativa purpoaea. It la poaatble to 

dataraiiui tha ralatlva aeonenic poaltion of a partleular firm in 
4 

relation to tha iaduatry aa a whole on tha baaia of thia eoo^parlaea. 

Another natural araa of eatamiaation for the fuadamaatal approaiA 

to tha invaatmaat daeiaion would ba tha examinatimi of gaaaral businaaa 

and aoonomie eonditlona lavolviag a eritieal oxawiaatioo of tha faetora 

which dataralJMi the diraetiMi of moveneat of the aatiom^a eceoony. 

Such faetora aa the level of lataraat rataa, growth in groaa-nati^aal* 

product» rate of uaemi^loyment* lavel of plant capacity utiliaation, 

mod other aimilar factors are iaeludod IJA thia level of aaalyaia, 

Tha effect of political influaocea on security values can be 

5 
eactx«naly is^portant in fondaiaBatal aaalyaia. Ĉho inqportance of this 

factor variea in dagrea of is^ortance from ioduatry to industry, but 
6 

cannot be aatirely disragardod in the analysis of any firm or industry. 

4 
&ouglaa H. Bellamore, ^veatinents Pri^^ei»ies Practices apOf 

An^lv^ia (Hew Torks Siawons-Boardaaa it'ubiishing Co., 1 % 0 ) , p. 465. 
5 
Ibid., p. 466. 

6 
^ifd>. p. 466. 



Tha aocond major area of aaalyaia for the fundamentalist is coopoaad 

of factors govamlnt the movement of the trends of the stock market. 

This ttltimataly can hava aignificant impact upon security values of 

the firm undar consideration. The primary iaportaace of studying stock 

market conditions is not to determine the cause and effect relationships 

which exist in stock price changes, but to ascertain intrinsic value of 

8 
the security and its relationship to its market price. 

The purpose of fundamental analysis is to scrutinise the factors 

idiich will affect the present and future financial position of a 

particular firm. The ultimate objective of the analysis being recognition 

of a disparity between the instrinsie value for a firm's security and the 

value placed on the same security in the market. In those instances 

wherein the fundiuBental analyst is successful in apparently achieving 

hia objective, he is in a positimi to make an investment commitment. 

Tfchn̂ ĉ ^̂  A^\y^%^ 

Technical analysis is the philosophy of basing the investment 

conmltment on the action of the market itself, as opposed to fundamental 
9 

analysis which is the study of the securities which compose the market. 

7 
Leffler, O P . Cit.. p. 502 

8 
Benjamin Graham and David L. Dodd, Security Analvais Principles 

and Techniques (New York: McGrawHlll Book Co., Inc., 1951). 

9 
Robert D. Edwards and John Magee, Technical Analysis of Stock 

Trends (Springfield, Massachusetts: John Magee, 1962), p.5. 



The term technical analysis is derived from the practice of trading 

activities that revolve around the so-called **technical conditions'* 

which ariae in the market as a result of the trading activities within 

the area of the movmaent of the intermediate price tread. Those who 

participate in this type of trading are predominately short-term 

investors. Xn its broad concept, technical analysis consists of many 

areas of consideration. The following is a discussion of the many 

elements which compose technical analysis. 

Short selling is the practice of selling securities which are loaned 

by a broker to an investor who has the intention of repurchasing an 

e<{ttal amount of the shares at a later date, at a lower price in the 

market at which time he will return the borrowed securities. The trend 

in sales of the short classification can definitely be used to ascertain 

what this class of trader considers to be the future direction of the 

11 
movement of the market. 

The Theory of Ccmtrary Opinion is a tool of technical analysis 

grounded on the principle that the average inveator is always wrong. 

Based on this assumption, the investor usixig the concept of contrary 

opinion attecq[»ts to determine i^at the general market is doing and then 

12 
operates in direct opposition to the general trend. 

10 
Leffler, 9p. Cit.» p. 554. 

11 
Ibid., p. 559. 

U 
Ibid., p. 559. 



Behavior of the Odd-lot Public is an analysis of the volume of 

sales of securities in quantities of less than one-hundred shares. 

The assisaptioa in the use of this tool is that it supposedly forecasts 

the movement of the market by the changing relationship between the 

13 

odd-lot sales and odd-lot purchases. 

Attention to price movements in low and high-priced stocks is a 

significant technical tool in determining the nature of the primary 

trend. The examination is in terms of the percentage increase in the 
14 

price of low and high-priced stocks. The level of market development 

can be determined by the relationship which exists between the price 

of these two secturity classifications. 

Volume of trading activities is one of the most coomon resources 

of technical analysis. The theory of volume can be stated as 

follows: "the market is technically weak when volume increases on 
15 

reactions and declines on rallies.** 

The tools of technical analysis which have been examined are among 

the more frequently used methods of technical analysis. There are other 

tools idiich have been omitted because of their relative unimportance 

and infrequent usage. There is one final device of technical analysis 

which has purposely been withheld from consideration - charting stock 

price and volume movements in graphic form. The consideration of certain 

13 
Ibid., p. 560. 

14 
Ikid., p. 561. 

^^Ibid.. p. 557. 
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aapacts of the concept of charting stock price and volume movements is 

the objective of this thesis. 

As previously indicated, the primary purpose of any technical tool 

of market analysis is the determination of timing techniques for 

investment commitments with sae<»idary regard for the selection of 

specif ie securities. The answer to the timiag preblen involves recording 

the historical trading developments of price and volume for a particular 

security at set time intervals. The mechanical presentation of this 

16 
historical Information Is most eomnonly In the nature of a line graph. 

From the graphic picture created by the price and volume movements through 

time, a current estimation of the supply and demand conditions for a 

particular security can be made. Because of the nature of price trends 

in the stock market, it is possible to predict the probable movement 

of the market price of a security under certain conditions which are 

reflected in the graphic picture of the price and volume trends. The 

technical analyst is now in the favorable position of being able to 

forecast the price moveoaent of a security under certain circumstances. 

With this ability to predict the direction of price movements, the 

analyst is also given the mechanism for determining a solution to his 

17 
timing problem. 

One of the most significant aspects of charting in technical analysis 

is the fact that the selection of a particular security Is not based on 

16 
Edwards and Magee, OP. Cit.. p. 5. 

17 
IfeM., p. 5,277. 



tha intrinsic value characteristic of tha firm whose equity is rep-

resantod by the socurityt but by the dagraa of price fluctuation 

daslmd. A low priced, apaculative security will normally be chosen 

fhr charting purposes. The low price contributes to the preservation 

of a wider market which in turn contributes to factors that produce 

rapid price fluctuations. The lower price is more susceptible to the 

influences of apnculatlon and market psychology. If a low degree of 

price fluctuation is desired, a security of relatively high market 

valite should be chosen. The basis for this assumption is the reverse 

of the market conditions which exist for the low priced security. The 

high price of the security lisiits the size of the market. Because 

high priced stocks are, as a rule, lower in risk characteristics, they 

are normally traded less frequently because they lack the speculative 

features. The majority of the holders of these securities are long-

term investors who trade on the basis of primary market trends rather 

18 
than the intermediate trends used by the short-term technical analyst. 

The theoretical basis for the technical analyst's disregard for 

non-market considerations in security values is based on the principle 

that the market discounts everything that could have an Impact on the 

intrinsic value of the security and reflects the discounting decision 

19 
in the market price of the security. For this reason, the technical 

chart analyst assumes that there is no basis for the inclusion of factors 

18 
lb id..pp.- 299, 303,^305. 

^^Ibid.. p. 300. 



10 

other than the market price and volume movements in the method of 

20 
reaching the investaoftent decision. By operating within the 

movements of the intermediate market price trend, the technical analyst 

is placed in a position that permits a consistently high frequency of 

possible investment coniaitments. This is attributable to the nature 

of the fluctuations in the market price of a security in its intermediate 

price trend as opposed to the same security's primary trend fluctuations. 

With the additional advantage of a greater number of price fluctuations, 

the technical analyst, through the various types of available investment 

commitments, can continuously shift his position so as to capitalise 

. 21 
on a large number of the movements of the intermediate price trend. 

The success of the technical analyst in using charting techniques in 

the investment decision depends on the ability of the analyst to 

correctly interpret market price movements as they are graphically 

pictured by his graphic presentation of the historical facts of the price 

and volume changes. Xn the proceas of Interpretation of the significance 

of price movements, the chart analyst relies primarily on the information 

of significant price patterns which in the past were indications of 

price trend changes of varying types. These price patterns are commonly 

22 
known as reversal patterns. 

20 
Graham and Dodd, O P . Cit.. p. 651. 

21 
Leffler, O P . Cit.. p. 555. 

22 
Edwards and Magee, OP. Cit.. p. 47. 
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Statement of Hypothesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the use of selected 

reversal patterns as tools for arriving at the investment decision. 

Scope of the Examination 

This thesis will present the theoretical basis for the use of 

charting techniques i^ich culminate in the investment decision. 

First, the Dow Theory, the foundation of technical analysis will be 

examined in terms of the fundamental Dow principles, which provide the 

basis for charting techniques in technical analysis. This includes 

a descriptive analysis of a selected group of reversal patterns of 

the Head-and-Shoulders classification. T̂ ie consideration of these 

formations is in terms of the required market price and volume conditions 

which are necessary for the construction of the Head-and-Shoulders 

reversal patterns with accompanying graphic illustrations of the 

structures of these formations as they might appear in an actiial graphic 

situation. 

The reversal patterns presented in this examination have been 

chosen on the basis of the current frequency of occurrence of the 

Head-and-Shoulders formation which is primarily attributable to the 

maturity level of the current market's development and market type. 

In a primary, mature, bull or bear market the frequency of occurrence 

of the Head-azid-Shoulders formations is more pronounced. 

23 
Ibid., p. 48. 
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Preview of Succeeding Chapters 

Xn Chapter XI, the principles of the Dow Theory which form the 

basis for technical analysis in charting techniques are discussed. 

Chapter XXI is a presentation of selected reversal patterns of the 

Head-and-Shoulders classification. 

Chapter IV contains the summary and conclusions reached in the 

examination of selected reversal patterns and related information in 

this thesis. 



CHAPTER XX 

THE DOW THEORY 

It is the purpose of this chapter to present certain character

istics of the stock market which are the basis for the development 

of the concept of technical security analysis. Xn presenting these 

characteristics* primary emphasis will be placed upon specific aspects 

of the Dow theory which have halpad to promote the recognition of the 

significance of certain stock market character is tics inq^rtant to 

investors. 

The Dow Theory originated in the editorials of Charles H. Dow, 

who was the editor of The Wall Street Journal until his death in 1902. 

During his last few years, Dow wrote a series of editorials dealing 

with stock speculation which contain his observations of the recurring 

characteristics of the stock market. The observations are based on the 

movement of daily average prices of industrial and railroad securities 

1 
included in the Dow-Jones Averages. 

Although the Dow Theory of the present is a well-defined concept 

of stock market behavior, during the period when the principles of the 

Dow Theory first appeared in Dow's editorials, they were considered by 

Dow and the majority of his reading public to be merely opinions rather 

Robert H. Rhea, The Dow Theory (Binghamton, New Yorkt Vail-
-Press, Inc., 1932), p. 1-10. Ballon 

13 



14 

than tha baaic principles of a theory of market behavior. The first 

fonud atteavt to axplain the principles of market behavior proposed 

by Dow is 8. A. Nelson's A B C of Stock Speculation in 1902. Xn this 

book, the first use of the term, *'Dow Theory" in reference to the 

2 
principles of Charles Dow is fotmd. 

Although S. A. Nelson was one of the foremost proponents of the 

Dow Theory, William P. Hamilton, who succeeded Dow as editor of 

The Wall Street Journal in 1902, is credited with the earliest and most 

ceaiplete attempts to organise and present Dow's market observations in 

the form of what was later to become the Dow Theory. Though the concept 

of the Dow Theory has changed, it should be remembered that Dow and 

the majority of his early followers believed the Dow principles and 

later the Dow Theory, to be nothing more than a barometer of future 

business conditions. Much of the early criticism directed toward the 

Dow Theory was due to the Theory's adsuse rather than its innate weakness. 

The Dow Theory was never intended to be an answer to the investment 

problem, nor was it an attempt to determine a means whereby an investor 

could completely insulate himself from the inherent risks of the stock 

market. Xt was merely an attempt to develop a means of forecaating 

3 
future business conditions. 

The ability of the Dow Theory to anticipate changes in business 

conditions is based on certain aspects of the nature of the stock market. 

2 
Ibid., p. 10. 

3 
Ibid., p. 10. 
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Long before Dow wrote his oditorials, price movements of similar 

securities were known to be primarily in the same direction. Xn 

addition to the fact that security prices move in trends, factors 

which affect the price movttMnts of one type of security often affect 

tha prices of many other types of securities. Aware of these two 

concepts, Dow was able to determine that market prices of securities 

in general tend to move in oxie primary direction. The Dow Theory 

utilises these principles of security price trends in obtaining its 

objective. Basically, the Dow Theory's ability to forecast stock 

price movements and future business conditions is predicated on the 
4 

interpretation of the changes in selected stock price averagea. 

Bnbodied within the concept of the use of stock price averages 

as a mechanism for forecasting is the extremely significant theory of 

the implications of the factors which constitute the market price of 

a security. The Dow Theory meintains that the market price of a 

security is a combination of all the anticipations, disappointments, 

and knowledge of everyone who knows anything of financial or non-

financial nature which might have some intact on security values. For 

this reason, the effects of coming events are always properly 

5 
discounted in the market price of a security. This concept is reflected 

6 
in the expression, "the averages discount everything.** 

4 
Leffler, OP. Cit.. p. 32. 
5 
W. P. Hamilton, The Stock Market Barometer. (New York: Harper 

and Brothers, 1922), p. 21. 
6 
George W. Bishop, Jr., Charles H. Dow and the Dow Theory. 

(New York: Appleton-Century-Croft, Inc., 1960), p. 80. 
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Tha decision of the market as to the economic iaiportsnoe of ax^ 

event » past, present, or future • is reflected in the market price 

of securities. The process of security valuation in the market is e 

continuously recurring event even though the actual market price of 

a particular security remains unchanged. The fact that a market price 

remains unchanged has two main implications. First, is the fact 

that the elements which eould affect the security's market price 

oounter^balance with the result that there is no actual change in the 

market price of the security* The second possibility is that the events 

which occur of either financial or nonfinancial nature are of such 

econcade significance that they are considered by the vast market 

interests within the stock market to have an economic implication as 

to the present valuation of securities. As a result, the market will 

analyse the value of their significance and the market price will be 

adjusted accordingly. This adjustment can be either an increase or a 

decrease in the current market price of the security, depending on the 

decision of the market as to the economic significance of the develop

ments which it has discounted. Respecting the ability of the averages 

to discount everything, William P. Hamilton, said the following: 

The weakness of every other method is that extraneous 
matters are taken in from their relevance. There have 
been unnecessary attempts to combine the volume of sales 
and to record the averages with reference to commodity 
index numbers. But it is obvious that the averages have 
already taken into account, just as a barometer considers 
everything which affects the weather. The price move
ments represent the aggregate knowledge of coming 
events . . . The market represents everything everybody 
knows, hopes, believes, sntidpates, with all that knowledge 
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Sifted down to whet Senstor Dolliver once called, in 
quoting a Wall Street Journal editorial in the 
Waited States Senate the Bloodless verdict of the market 
piece.' 

This statement by Hamilton indiceted the regard with which the Dow 

Theorists held the discounting ability of the averages. 

Dow believed that the stock market in general discounts the 

importance of future events in the total price position of the market. 

This concept is consistent with Dew's broad approach to the stock 

market for forecasting purpoaes. The discounting function as 

conceived by Dow is reflected in the movements of the two averages 

upon which the analysis of future business conditions is predicated. 

The concept of discounting was not applied to individual aecuritiea 

by Dow, Hamilton, or Nelson. It arose indirectly from the influence 

of Robert Rhea. Rhea extended the concept of the discounting function 

of the market to the cloaing market price registered in the market, 

an analyst would then have the final market valuation of the 

8 
securities. 

One of the most significant contributions of the Dow Theory to 

the understanding of the nature of the stock market is its treatment 

of the movement of stock price trends* Dow recognized quite clearly 

that there are definite price trends which simultaneously and perpetually 

occur within the market. He defined these movements in three terms: 

7 
Hamilton, Op. Cit., p. 21. 

8 
Bishop, Op, Cit., pp. 233, 234. 
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primary, intermediate, and minor. These price movements are considered 

to be in action at the same time. 

The objective of the Dow Theory is the determination of the direction 

of the movement of the primary market price trend. The primary trend 

is the broad, basic, price movement of the bull or bear market. 

According to Dow principles, the direction of the movement of the primary 

price trend is a prediction of the future course of business conditions. 

By correctly Interpreting the direction of the primary trend, the Dow 

Theorists believe it possible to predict future economic conditions. 

The physical characteristics of the primary price trend are often 

the point of considerable disagreement among early Dow Theorists. 

Consequently, many of the primary price trend characteristics have been 

defined with considerable variation by the Dow Theorists. Usually 

the primary trend is thought to last for a period of time in excess of 

one year and extend for several years. So long as each price advance 

penetrates the previous price advance and each secondary reaction stop 

at a higher level than the previous reaction, the primary price trend 

is considered to be upward. In contrast, when consecutive price declines 

penetrate to successively lower levels and each intermediate reverse 

reaction fails to turn the price level to its preceding peak, the trend 

is considered downward. A sustained upward movement in the price trend 

is termed a bull market and a sustained downward movement is classified 

9 
Rhea, O P . Cit.. p. 33. 
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aa a bear laarknt. for invsstmant purposes, tha primary prica trend 

la conaldarad to bn of algnificanca to the long-term invnstor. His 

ohjnctivn la tha purchase of aacurities at the incaption of a primary 

hull prion traad and tha aala of the securities at the coB^Ution of 

the bull aarkot. Be realises profits produeod by tha apprnclation in 

aocurlty valuaa dnrivnd from the pressure of the market. This 

invaatmant policy la dissociated from the socoodary and minor prica 

tronda by dnfinition. 

Thn secondary price movnments are defined as the intermediate 

prica fluctuations within the primary price trend* Any ^iee movea»nt 

contrary in dirnetion to ths primary trend, which lasts for at least 

throe wn^is and retraces a minimun of third of the preceding net move 

in the primary trend direction is considered to be secondary or inter-

nadiate in nature. The total effect of tiM movements of the intermediate 

prica trends of all stock price action producos the primary market 

movement. The intermediate trend, by nature, is more subject to the 

extremes in price fluctuations than is the primary movement in 

mlativaiy short periods of time. 

A third phase of market movement is the daily price fluctuations. 

Daily fluetuaticm occurs in periods of one or two weeks or less. In 

relation to the Dow Theory, these fluctuations are disregarded, primarily, 

10 
Rhea, O P . Cit.. pp. 35-31. 

11 
Edwards and Ms3<«e, O P . Cit.. p. 13. 

12 
^bid.. p. 13. 
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bacanaa thay havn little significance in forecasting and secondarily 

bocause their movement is so erratic that they lack natural rhythm. 

Often there is no logical basis for the daily fluctuations of 

sneurity prices, for this reason, the Dow Theory considers the effects 

13 
of the daily fluctuation to be almost non-exiatent. 

Xn conjunction with the use of averages for purposes of 

determining the direction of the primary trend movement, Dow Theorists 

raquire that the two averages used in this process of analysis confirm 

their price movement. Confirmation is the principle that a reversal in 

the primary trend is not considered to have occurred unless both the 

Dow-Jones Industrial Averages and the Rail Average reflect the 

ssme direction of movement. If one average suddenly assumes a 

directional change, the Dow Theory does not terra the trend a primary 

reversal until the second average has confirmed the price movement, 

regardless of the severity of the price reversal in the first average. 

A situation wherein one average experiences a directional change while 

the other average is unaffected, is normally the result of the movement 

of the intermediate price trend. As stated previously, neither the 

intermediate nor the minor price trend has significance to the Dow 

Theorist. 

Dow's editorials never attempted to explain the basis for the 

principle of confirmation. Such an attempt was not made until Robert Rhea 

13 
WM»*» OP. Cit.. pp. 68-72. 

14 
H>i<̂ .. pp. 68-74. 
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pcnMtttnd hia vnraion in Thn Dow Thncrv. Rhea's ai^ilanatloo is baaed 

sn tha prineipln nf ths production cycle. According to Rhea, the 

snquirsmsnt of cnafiination of tha two avaregns usod in the Dow Tha<Nry, 

tha Oow-Jenns XndnstrUl mA Rail Avwragaa, is sisvly an oj^rossion 

of a wary basic cause and effect reUtionahip. Within the Industrial 

Avnvagn c m reprMMntatiwa socuritins from most stabla iadustrUl 

soipents of the cinrporate world. Bach aocurity is auhjoct to the 

market's auhjoctivn valuation of its worth which ultlsMtoly reflects 

in tho marknt price of tiM security. Thesn valuations of securities 

by tho market consider almost evnry possible factor which could be 

•xpoctod to have an offset on the futuro value of the corporate security. 

As an nxaoplo of the discounts principle, an industrial concern 

which receives a large contract with probably favorable profit potential 

should nnperionee an increase in the merket price of its security. The 

increase is the result of the market's discounting the future value of 

the earnings to the firm and ultimately to its stockholders. This 

firm, at least In theory, stlmulaccs the value of other security prices 

throu^ its purchases of goods and services thus increasing the future 

profit potential of the supplying firms. The net effect in this example 

is the stimulation of enough different eccmamlc units of corporate 

classification to result in an over-all increase in the value of the 

securities within the Industrial Averages. In practice, many such events 

as the one described would be required to produce a significant change 

in valuation of the averages. At this point, o-ily the effect of the 

cycle in the Industrial sector has been considered and it must be 
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that tha Rail Avnrages ccnfim the prica movsint of the 

XndnstrUl Awaragaa bnfom a priimry tmnd rovnrsal is considomd to 

havn occumd. Howswar, aonaldnring the chain of evnnts in the 

•amtpla, it is probi^le that the effects of the price Incrensnts in 

thn IndustrUls will be nxporienend by tite rails. Rail securities 

ropmsnnt thn means whnmby nuch of ^te goods produeod by ths IndustrUl 

conc•«na^a|nl dnlivnred to the consmq^ticn points. The service rendorod 

by this soiHren of transportation is paid in cash which is the eource 

of namings for the railroed companins. The rocnipt of edditional 

mvenues, as a result of the original contract mesived by the 

industrial sogmsnt, will affect ths level of fistucn earnings and result 

in a mvaluation of the worth of rail securitins by the market in 

its discounting function. The ultimate result is confirmation and 

thn price movnnnnt is oonsldornd to havn boon sustainod or revnrsod 

15 
dnpnnding on the nature of the market price levels. 

The problnm of the selection of particular price-levnls for use in 

the Dow Theory was solved by the concept of discounting in the merket. 

Dow Theorists have always plaeod the greatest emphasis on the cloeing 

prices of securities. According to the Dow Theory, the closing price 

for a sneurity reflects the market's final analysis of the security's 

value. By groi^ping the closing price of many different securities 

and deriving an average price from the group, an analysis of the 

merket's attitude may be made in regard to general market conditions. 

15 
Ibid., pp. 68-74. 
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The use of the closing price permits the market the maximum amount of 

price level adjustments becauae it allows a greater amount of time to 

analyse changing conditions which could affect security values 

significantly. 

The Dow Theory - - Basis for Technical Analysis 

The Dow Theory is recognised to be the first formal step in the 

development of the concept of technical analysis. As described 

in Chapter X, technical analysis depends upon the analysis of tha 

market itself, disregarding all other factors. 

Whereas the Dow Theory is widely recognised aa an effective 

barometer of business conditions, indicating the current state of 

affairs as well as probable future conditions, its use for investment 

purposes is somewhat limited because it is not adaptable to the needs 

of many individual investors. An analysis of the market by means 

of the Dow Theory could be used only in investment situations in which 

the securities conform to the precepts of the Dow Theory. For this 

reason, investors have been forced to look elsewhere for solutions 

to their investment problems. Even though the Dow Theory is inadequate 

in many ways and seldom adaptable to individual investment situations, 

it recognizes characteristics of the stock market which are adaptable, 

in principle, to Investment analysis of specific securities without 

16 
Bishop, O D . Cit. p. 322. 
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•any of thn wnaknassns of thn Dow Theory from which thay w n m takon.^"^ 

thn Dow Ihnofy acknowlndgns thn market's ahUity to discount ths 

vnlna of ancuritina. This meognition ia mfUetnd in thn use of 

avnragns for predicting future businaas conditiona. Thn use of 

avarngna, howsvnr, cnsts doubt on the vnlidity of thn Dow Thnory for 

nan in apnclfie invnstment situations, tvnn thm^^ thn stock msrknt 

aa a irtioln hns an ovnr-nll trend nad that tmnd can bn dntnrminsd by 

thn use of an avsrage, msay extremes in individual prion fluctnntions 

are found in thn marknt and in thn stocks from which thn averegns tan 

coHfnssrl. Bach nxtmna in thn variation from ths avnrages is a product 

of thn dlaoounting function of ths msrknt MB npplied to the individual 

anosority. The uanfulnnss of thn nvnrage prion trend for invnstaent 

purposes is linitnd by thn dngrnn to which thn invnstmnnt sncuritins 

eormapond in prion movement to the fluctuation of the nvnrage prion 
18 

trend. When sn invnstor nonsiders an investment commitment under the 

principles of ths Dow Theory, two problems e m apparent. The invnstor 

is forced nither to *'buy the everages," i.e., purchase the securities 

which cc«qi>osn thn avnragns, or to purchase those securities which 

conform in thnir individual price movements to those reflected by thn 

primary nsrkst price fluctuation iadicatnd by the movement of the 

avnrages. Xn essence, the Dow Thnory, ^ile in degree providing an 

17 
Ibid., pp. 42-43. 

Ibid., p. 43. 
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answer to thn problem of timing, actually incmases the difficulty of 

sneurity snlection.^' 

Thn objnctivn of the Dow Theory is the determination of the primary 

or Inag-run price trend of the stock market. The long-term investor 

finds this objnetive compatible with his objective of long-range 

appreciation in the value of bis investment and can adapt the Dow 

Theory to his needs.. Investors, however, Who are not, by nature, long-

term investors, find the Dow Theory not only inadequate for security 

selection, but also inadequate for timing purposes. The short-tera 

investor treding on the fluctuations of the intermediate price trend 

quickly realises that the Dow Theory cannot indicate, with any degree 

of consistent promptness, the occurrence of e major price revnrsel. 

following this theory, the intermediate trader is unable to adjust 

investment conmitments at the moat profitable time. The Dow Theory fails 

20 
to answer the timing problem. 

For those investors interested in the maximisation of profits in 

their cowmitments, the Dow Theory does not permit the greatest potential 

returns. As Indicated previously, the Dow Theory operates on the basis 

of the priaiary price trend which is relatively smooth with few instances 

of immediate extreme price changes. In contrast, the Intermediate 

investor seeks to adjust his investments by type and method so as to 

take advantage of the volatility of the intermediate market fluctuations. 

19 
Ibid., pp. 42-43. 

^^Ibid.. p. 44. 
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There are m o m frequent profitable investment opportunities in the 

intermndinte price trend than in the primary tmnd because the degree 

and number of price fluctuations is much greater. Because of these 

factors, short-term investors seek other means of investment 

The presentation of the Dow Theory in this chapter was designed 

to illustrate its particular characteristics irtiich were the primary 

laq>ntus for the development of the concept of technical analysis. It 

should be stated that the presentation of the Dow Theory may appear 

to be lacking in its fine technical aspects; however, the purpose of 

this chapter waa to examine specifically only those strengths and weak

nesses of the Dow Theory idiich were the basis for the development of 

technical analysis. There are four major reasons for the development 

of technical analysis from the Dow Theory. 

For individual investment problems, the Dow Theory did not provide 

any basis for specific security selection. Even though the investor 

could predict the probable future of business conditions, the ability 

was of questionable value unless the securities which were chosen conformed 

to the movements of the primary price trend which the Dow Theory 

attempted to predict. With the development of technical analysis by 

price charting, the Tpvoblem of selection of specific securities was 

reduced to a definitional question which was in terms of the degree of 

21 
Ibid.. p. 44, 
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fvion fluctuation dnaimd by tha invnstor. The typn ai indnatry 

22 
vnpmsnntnd by thn sneurity waa of no inportnncn to ths invnst^. 

Thn Dow Thnory wns qnitn of ton inadnquatn for use in iodividnal 

iavnatsMmt dncisiona in m U t i o n to thn qnsstion of timii«. While 

thn Dow Thnory alsKMit without nncnptlon, hns inrndictnd or mcognisnd 

changing marknt conditions, its actions in this area have boon loss 

than sntisfnetory bncnusn of the lag f^tor which is Resent in U m 

mqnirsaant of confirmation in thn movnment of thn avnragns. Xnvnstors 

qnichly mnl4n<M that if ths Dew Thnory wem used aB thn timing factor 

in thnir investment dncisicns, it was highly probable that much nf 

thn primary movement of the msrknt would have boon ccnplntnd before thn 

23 
invnstor to pmrchasn or soil sncuritins. 

Bncausn thn Dow Thnory is based <m thn movnmnnt of thn primsry 

market tmnd, a largn quantity of invnsbasnt opportunities are f<nr-

fnitnd by invnstors who m l y on it for their investment policins. The 

invnstnsnt oppc^tunitins i^ich thn tkm invnstor forfeits a m those of 

thn intnmediatn price trend. Because the degree end nuai»er of price 

fluctuations in this tmnd are snich greater, an invnstor timing his 

invnstments oa thn basis of this movement has more profitable invnst-

ment opportunities available In mspect to the total amount available. 

The Dow Theorist normally invests when the price movement of the primary 

22 

23 
X)bi4.. p. 45. 
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trend is characterised by an upward movement and liquidates his 

investment position when the primary market movement is downward. 

Price charting permits the investor to operate in the movement of the 

intermediate price trend on both the up and down sides of the price 

24 
movements As a result, the profit potential is increased considerably. 

The fourth factor in the development of technical price charting 

is the problnm created by the uae of averages in the Dow Theory. 

Avereges represent a coaqposite group of stock prices which individually 

may vary in considerable degree* Therefore, the securities used in 

individual Investments may or may not follow the average price trend. 

If these securities do not, then the significance of the Dow timing 

indications are of extremely questionable value to the individual 

25 
investor^ 

Chapter XXI is an examination of particular aspects of the concept 

of price charting for investment purposes. The examination will be 

of selected reversal patterns from the family of chart patterns known 

as the Head-and-Shoulders formations. 

24 
Ibid., p. 45. 

25 
Ibid., p. 45 



CHAPTER IIX 

SELECTED RBV8R3AL FATTB»rS 

The purpose of this chapter is the consideration of selected 

mvnrsnl pnttnms. Thn examination of ths individual formations will 

includn n physicnl and written illustration and discussion of thn 

marknt conditions i^ich feasibly contribute to the formstion of ths 

mapnctivn pnttnrn. The rnversnl pnttnms to be considered are those 

from thn family of chart formeticms known as tlie Head-and-Shoulders 

group. 

The process of charting stock price end volume movements for 

invnstmnnt purpoons m l ins primarily on the concept that security 

prions, nither mB a whole or individually, move in trends. These price 

trends move in a variety of diffnmnt patterns. Within each price 

movement, over a pnriod of tins, certain characteristic reversal patterns 

appear at varying intnrvals. The reccqpiltion and interpmtntion of 

these patterns is the primary concern of the technical analyst. 

Thn technique of charting stock price movements is not difficult. 

Price changes are plotted as a line graph on a sheet of graph paper that 

has been ruled in vertical and horisontal grid lines. The left 

vertical margin is used to define the price taovement in terms of dollar 

values itiiln the bottom margin is used to indicate the time interval. 

Xt should be mentioned at this point that the Interval of the price 

mcordings is a niatter of individual choice for the Invnstor. The 

decision will dnpend upon the individual Investaient objectives of the 

29 
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invnstor. Thn rncording frequency can vary in time intervals from 

dnily, weekly, semi<«wnnkly, to even monthly recordings. 

Thn movement of thn graphic pictum, as it is constructed over a 

pnriod of time, is basically a horixontal trend from left to right. 

When thn price recording frequency is chosen for each graph, the 

thrnn-part-price record of each time interval is made. Bach price 

record Is In terms of three components: the high, the low, and the 

closing price achieved by the security during the time interval. 

Theae three factors are recorded by a vertical line drawn within the 

limits of the time interval. The vertical price line is limited in 

length by the highest and lowest price reached by the security. The 

closing price, rngnrdless of its position on the vertical price scale, 

is recorded by placing a small horizontal "hash** mark at the point of 

the closing price. With the continual recording of these three factors 

over a period of time, a very valuable source of trend information is 

available to the investor for use in his investment decision. 

The mechanics of recording the movement of the price of a security 

are relatively simple and can be easily mastered by investors who wish 

to use the technique of price movement analysis in their Investment 

decisions. Once the mechanical process of rncording the price movements 

of a security has been completed, the work analysis through the use of 

price charting begins. The interpretation of the meaning of security 

price trends reflected in graphic presentations is the objective of the 

technical analyst. 
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Sncnnan of the mlative frequency of the occurrence of the 

Bend-nnd-Shouldnrs rnversnl pattern during the past few years, the 

Besd-nnd-Shouldnrs formations have been selected as the revnrsal 

patterns which will bn coxMildnrnd in thia examination. Other mvnrsnl 

pnttnms will bn briefly illustrated and discussed in the appendix. 

The initial formation to be considered will be that of the 

Bnsd*and*Shouldors top. An illustration of this formation is to be 

found in Figum 1. Bssnntinlly, thn Head-and-Shouldnrs Tq^ formation 

is composnd of three major upward price trends and two minor downward 

price trends idilch fall between the u^mard price trends. 

Ths upward movement of the price trend in the formation of the 

"left shoulder*' requires that several characteristic factors be present 

before it can be classified as a valid component of a Head-and-Shoulders 

Top formation. The first requirement is that of a surong price rally 

idiich climaxes a somewhat extensive price advance. Also required for 

the *'left shoulder*' formation la the presence of strong tradiu^ volume 

in the Initial upward price movement. Following the attainsient of a 

peak-price and volusae position, the taovemsnt of the price and volume 

tmnd is dowiiward in a minor recessionary m̂ r̂csLjeat. Vllth the completion 

of this recessionary trends the "left shoulder" of the formation is 

1 
considered to have been completed. 

1 
Richard Edwards and John Hagee, Op. Cit.. p. 50. 
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With the csBplntion of thn minor mcnssionnry tmnd of ths 

dowBMsrd movniMnt of price of ths '*lnft shoulder,'* a second high 

volunn ndvancn in price is initUtnd which nvnntunlly pushns the prion 

to n hlghnr point then wns nchinvnd by the point of the **lnf t shouldnr** 

nt its hl^inat prion level. With thn coaqplntion of this penetrati<ni 

of the hnight rnnchnd by the **left shoulder,** the price movement is 

ngnin reversed and must continue downward until it has dropped below 

thn highnst point of the **left shoulder.'* With the sntisfnotion of 

2 
thesn requirements, the "heed" of the formstion has been complntnd. 

The completion of the Hend-ahd-Shoulders Top formation now requires 

only the format inn of the "right shoulder." The right shoulder is 

formsd by a third and final prion rally, which is promoted by the 

pressures of decidedly smsller volume than wns present in the first two 

rallies. This rally pushes the sneurity price level upward until it 

attains a price idiich is approximately equal to the peaks of the 

"left shoulder" but, fails to reach the price level attained by the 

"head" of the formation. 

The coB^letion of the formation requires that a last recessionary 

price movement develop which will carry the price trend down to and 

evnntunlly below an imaginary line drawn horizontally across the graph 

which connects the lows attained in the last recession between the 

"left shoulder" and the "head" and the "right shoulder." Once this 

imaginary line, known as the "neckline," has been penetrated and the 

2 
Ibid., p. 51. 
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stock prion drops bnlow thn line by approxlomtaly thme par cent of thn 

toul gain at the '*head," thn fomstion Is eonsidnmd to havn been 

confirmed as a Ingltimstn Issd-and-Shouldnrs T<^ formstion. Thn normal 

result nf this typn of Bnad-and-fhonldnrs formation would bn a continund 

domwsrd tmnd in thn price movncnsnt, howsvnr, it is not absolntnly 

necessary for this to occur for this f^cnatlon to be eonsidnmd a 

Bnnd-nnd<»ihnnldnrs top formation once thn formation has been confirmnd 

by the price dnclinn of thn "right shouldnr" to a point i^roximstnly 

three per cent below the "neckline•" At this point, the confirmation 

rnquireawEit is assuaied to have been satisfied. 

them are mahy Instnncns wherein thn foxmntlon of a Hnad-nnd-

^muldnrs Top pattern will occur. The pmsnnce of t^is pattern in 

the graphic plctnrn of thn price tmnd may be readily nsplalnnd through 

a careful consideration of thn msrknt conditions existent at thn timn 

of ths formation. 

Xn the initial phase of the formstion of thn Bnad-and-Shoulders 

Top formstion, the Increase in demand is sufficiently greater than the 

current supply to produce a shortage of the security at the current price 

level. The result is an increase in the market price because the 

purchasers are willing to pay a higher price. Since there are almost 

certain to be those holding stock who were unwilling to sell at a lower 

prion, thn incmase in siarket price results in an inducement to them to 

sell, providing an increase in the supply of the security. This process 

has a tendency to perpetuate itself. As the increasing price continues 

to attract a larger and larger supply of the security, the supply will 
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gradunlly bngin to adnquntely meet the Invnl of demand. The attaliMsnt 

of a rnlntive balnncn between supply and demand will result in a 

dulling of thn market as the supply continues to increase. As a 

rnsttlt of this dulling off net and the growth of the supply to conditions 

of over-supply, those purchnsers idio purchase the security early in 

thn prlcn rnlly will be anxious to take their profits by liquidntlng 

3 
thnir positions. As the purchnsers begin to actively pursue this end, 

the over-supply will incmase at an even faster sate and the price will 

4 
continun Its downward trend. 

A second factor will begin to appear in the market structure, the 

influence of the stop-loss orders. Stop-loss orders are the means 

whnmby an investor gives a broker instructions to sell his security 

holdings If they reach a particular price. As the security price 

continues to decline, investors «Aio have attempted to protect their 

positions by the use of stop-loss orders will be contributing to the 

increased supply of the security by the automatic action of stop"loss 

orders which were activated by the continual decline in market price. 

Thus, the price of the security continues downward. However, the 

downward movement of the price will begin to decrease the angle of its 

descent as thn bulk of the stop-loss orders are finally completed and 

the profit-taking sales are no longer being made because of the proximity 

of the current market price to that at id:iich the majority of the 

3 
Ibid., p. 50. 

4 
^bidv. p. 50. 
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securities were originally purchased. At this point, those investors 

whose attention was attracted to the security by the initial price rise, 

but for one reason or another did not purchase the security, will now 

find that they can purchase the stock at approximately the price at 

which it first attracted their attention. As the investment pressure 

of these individuals becomes active and is superimposed on the normal 

trading activity, the demand pressure pushes the stock price upward 

5 
again. The result is the formation of another rally. The second 

rally is quite similar to the first which was experienced in the 

creation of the "left shoulder," but usually penetrates a considerably 

higher price level than that of the "left ahoulder" because of the 

higher volume and greater demand pressures. The factors which contribute 

to the ultimate decline of the price trend which creates the "head" 

of the formation are quite similar to thoae which produced the decline 

in price of the "left shoulder" formation. The ultimate reaction of 

the decline from the "head" formation to the rally which creates the 

"right shoulder" is usually quite weak and largely made up of speculative 

purchases with the goal of taking short-tern profits through the 

possibility of a limited secondary price movement. When this trading 

activity has again produced a minor rally in the price movement, the 

formation of the "right shoulder" will have been virtually completed. 

The subsequent price fall completes the structure of the Head-and-

Shoulders Top formation. In many instances, because of the continually 

5 
Ibid., pp. 50-51. 
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Increasing supply of the security created by those who are attempting 

to salvage e portion of their original investments by dumping, the 

ability of whatever demand that may exist to absorb the supply and 

support the security price is completely covercome and the price trend 

continues its bear moveiaent until market conditions in some future 

period change, and the balance of supply and demand are shifted and 

another reversal pattern develops. 

Head and Shoul,ders Bottom 

The formation of a Head-and-Shoulders Bottom pattern is quite 

similer to that of the Head-and-Shoulders Top in relation to the 

prescribed conditions which produce the formation. There are, however, 

significant differences in the technical factors required for the 

completion of a valid Head-and-Shoulders Bottom formation. Figure 2 

Illustrates the graphic picture of the Head-and-Shoulders Bottom 

formation. 

Initially, there must be e significant decline in the market 

price of the stock which is climaxed by a period of rather heavy 

volume and further pronounced declines in the price. Following this 

condition, there should be a decline in the volume of sales and a minor 

recovery in the security price. After a brief period of minor price 

recovery, the downward movement of the price trend is again initiated 

and a penetration of the low point reached by the previous decline 

prior to the preceding minor recovery. Following the penetration of the 

low point of the initial price decline by the second decline, the price 

trend is again reversed and another minor recovery is experienced in 
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which the security price climbs upward past the low point of thn 

original price low. From this point, another minor recessionary move 

is made in the security price trend, but because of the demand 

pressures which have been developing, the minor recession is unable 

to penetrate the low point reached by the second price low. With 

the demand pressures which havn been created, the upward movement of 

the price trend is now considerebly stronger than in previous rallies. 

As a result, the upward movement of the price trend is sustained and 

a strong rally ensues. 

What has been described in the preceding decision is the formation 

of a mature Head-and-Shoulders Bottom formation. The factors which 

produced the formation are essentially the reverse of those which 

were required for the formation of the Head-and-Shoulders Top formation. 

The essential difference In the two is that of volume. It will be 

recalled that the Head-and-Shoulders Top formation had the heaviest 

volume in the formation of the "left shoulder" with the relative amount 

of volume declining as the formation matured. In contrast, the 

completion of the Head-and-Shoulders Bottom formation requires the least 

amount of volume in the initial phases of the formation. This is the 

factor which contributes most to the formation of the low points of 

the "head" and the "left shoulder." Por the completion of the 

formation, however, and the subsequent sustained price rally, a strong 

6 
demand and volume movement must be present. 

6 
Ibid., p. 64. 
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Voltne is of vital Importance in price charting. Trading volume 

creates a pnttnrn as does price movement. The analysis of sny 

reversal pattern must be in conjunction with related volume activity 

before any valid interpretation of price movement can be accomplished. 

Xt should be remembered, however, that the interpretation of volume 

is a relative function. The analysis of volume is valid only in those 

instances idierein its fluctuations are compamd with those of pmceding 

periods. Voluoie is not examined in relation to that of other securities, 

only in mfemnce to the security under consideration! in essence, 

whether the rate of trading is appmciably greater or less than that of 

7 
preceding levels for a specific security. 

In reference to the Head-and-Shoulders Top formation, it has been 

demonstrated that high volume is required in the construction of the 

"left shoulder." High volume, in this instance, is activity greater 

than that of preceding rallies. The requirement of low volume in the 

"right shoulder" can be satisfied by having activity greater than that 

of preceding rallies. The first warning that a Head-and-Shoulders 

pattern is developing may come when the volume record indicates that 

activity in the most recent rally is less than in the one before it. 

If the recent price rally has significantly penetrated the level reached 

by its forerunner, and if the activity is somewhat less than that in 

the formation of the previous rally, it is probable that a Head-and-

Ibid.. p. 52. 
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Shoulders Top formation is being formed. Another warning of the 

formation of a Head-and-Shoulders Top reversal pattern is a price drop 

from the first to the second relly which is below the highest point of 

the first rally. The most valid indication of the formation of a 

Head-and-Shoulders Top pattern is that the volume on the third rally 

ia leas than that of the second which remains low until the price 

pattern on the third rally falters and rounds into a downward trend. 

The final confirmation of the formation of a Head-and-Shoulders Top 

8 
is the penetration of the "neckline." 

The final downward price movement which forms the "right shoulder" 

usually includes a slight increase in market voluae toward the end of 

the movement. As the price drops lower and approachea the "neckline," 

the volume increases. After penetration of the neckline," it is quite 

normal for the volume to be extremely heavy until the price trend 

9 
finally encounters a resistance point. 

The Head-and-Shoulders Top reversal pattern gives an indication 

of the extent in points of the price decline which can be expected to 

occur after the completion of the formation. There are two minimum 

price decline measurements which can be used to approximate the extent 

of the price decline from the completed formation. Measurement of the 

distance from the peak of the "head" to the "neckline" in points and 

seconds, is the measurement of the price ad«/ance preceding the formation 

8 
Ibid., pp. 53-55. 

9 
Ibid., p. 58. 
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of the Headland-Shoulders pattern. 

Head-and-ShouIder Bottoms are different from Tops In that volume 

is almost always on the increase in the formation of the '*head," and 

should be apparent in the decline to and growth from the "right shoulder." 

Xncmaslng volume absolutely must be present on the penetration of the 

"neckline" or the breakout is not considered a decisive confirmation of 

the price trend. 

Because of the psychological pressures involved in rebuilding a 

depressed security price, considerably more strength must be present 

in a price increase from the Head-and Shoulders Bottom formation in 

order for the trend to sustain itself. Because of the greater demand 

pressures that are required in thn Bottom formation, the phyaical 

appearance of the Head-and-Shoulders Bottom patterns is generally more 

12 
rounded and extends for longer periods of time in the forflsation phaaes. 

The measuring implicationa of the Head-and-Shoulders Bottom are 

the same as those of the Head-and-Shoulders Top. The minimum amount 

of price appreciation is considered to be approximately equal to the 

amount of the preceding major decline. The second method of measurement 

applicable in the formation of both the Bottom and Top formation is 

13 
that of the point difference from the "head" to the "neckline." 

10 

i&M-* P- 6̂  

Ibid., p. 64. 

12 
Xbi^.. p. 60. 

Ibid., p. 61. 
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Trading Tactics 

Eeversal patterns derived through price charting permit an 

investor operating in the intermediate price trend much more liberty 

in the choice of types of investment methods. While the Head-and-

Shoulders formation considered in this chapter represent only one 

specific type of reversal pattern, these patterns have many investment 

implications which are characteristic of reversal phenomena as a 

whole. The implications can be expressed in terms of what they permit 

the investor to do in his investment adjustments. First, Head-and-

Shoulders formations permit an Investor to determine the point in terms 

of price and time when market conditions indicate that a purchaae 

commitment is justified. Second, Head-and-Shoulders formations Indicate 

when market conditions indicate that a liquidation of investments is 

warranted; and third, a method whereby an investor can determine 

whether an investment coomltment should be liquidated because market 

14 
conditions failed to develop as had been anticipated. 

A Head-and-Shoulders Top pattern indicates a peak point for both 

price movement and demand strength. Once a Head-and-Shoulders Top 

pattern has definitely been completed and confirmation of the downward 

price trend has occurred, the investor Is in position to make various 

types of investment ccnmaitments. 

Short selling of a security whose price trend has been confirmed 

as definitely downward is a typical type of conmltment. The Investor 

^^Ibld.. p. 388. 
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can approximate the minimum probable decline in price of the security 

through the "head" and "nnckline" measurement previously discussed 

and determine a probable purchase point to cover the short sale. 

This meaaurement can also be used to stipulate points for stop-loss 

orders Which can be used to protect profits and prevent losses in case 

15 
of sudden unexpected trend reversals. 

A somewhat less widely accepted use of the price prediction of 

the Head-and-Shoulders pattern is in relation to Put and Call Options. 

In the instance of e Head-and-Shoulder Top formation, a Put Option 

on a security can be taken as soon as the trend confirmation occurs. 

A Put Option is an option to sell a security at a future time at a 

stipulated price regardless of the market price at the end of the 

option time. This commitment permits a minimum investment with the 

same profit potential as in a much larger cash purchase of securities. 

Head-and-Shoulders Top formations indicate when currently held 

investments should be sold. Prior to the completion of the development 

of the Head-and-Shoulders Top formation, no real analysis of investment 

action is permissible, however, upon its completion, if the downward 

price trend is confirmed, stop-loss orders can be placed to protect 

profits or prevent losses. It can also be used to sell short using 

16 
currently held securities as a hedge against loss. 

A Head-and-Shoulders Bottom formation indicates a low point for 

both the market price and demand strength of a security. Once a 

15 
Ibid., p. 326. 

16 
Ibid., p. 326. 
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Hnad-and-Shouldnrs Bottom has definitnly been confirmed in its upward 

movnmsnt, the chartist can adjust his investmsnt msthods so as to take 

advantngn of thn up tmnd in prlcn movement. Most significant In 

this mlntlon is the use of the progressive stop-loss order. If a 

security is purchasnd on the authority of the price tmnd, the 

minimum probable advance can be used to establish a stop-loss price. 

As the price level advances above this point, the stop-loss price can 

be raised, thus preventing profit loss. The advantage of an investment 

based on this revnrsal formation is the fact that a valid estimation 

of the probable minimum price increase can be made through the use of 

the measurement concept. 

The Head-and-Shoulders Bottom formation can be used to indicate 

when current investments should be retained in order to profit from the 

upward price trend. As in the instance of new investments, the 

measurtt&ent devices can be used to protect profits and prevent losses 

IS through stop-loss orders. 

Call options are adaptable to the Head-and-Shoulders Bottom if the 

price trend is definitely confirmed. As in the Put Option, a smaller 

investment coomltment is possible with the same profit potential as a 

large cash or margin purchase. 

The Head-and-Shoulders formations permit the investor to make 

investment decisions based on established market price trends in specific 

^^Xbid., p. 331. 

18 
Ibid., p. 324. 
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securities. These investment decisions and the commitments which 

result from them are more than blind guesses because they are based on 

principles of market behaviour which are reliable when determined to 

be of specific characteristics and construction. 

An Evaluation of Head-and-Shoulders 
Eeversal Patterns 

Head-and-Shoulders formations, when identifiable, in graphic 

price pictures, enable the chart analyst to effect a more valid analysis 

of the probable future price movement of a security's price trend. The 

chart analyst cannot hope to be correct In every Instance, but with 

careful adherence to the requirements of the technical aspects of 

the Head-and-Shoulders formations, considerable reliance can be placed 

upon the projected security price movement. 

Because the profits derived from the practice of chart analysis 

are basically derived from short-term price fluctuations, losses are 

not as serious as they might be in the case of a long-term investment. 

A short-term Investor has more opportunity to recover his losses than 

does the long-term investor. The reason a short-term investor has more 

opportunity to recover losses is the more frequent occurrence of 

intermediate price reversal. 

Chart analysts attempt to operate on both sides of the price trend. 

This means that by various investment techniques, the chart analyst can 

make commitments in both a rising and a falling market. In relation to 

the typical long-term investor, investnent opportunities are probably 

doubled because the long-term investor purchases securities in a rising 
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aarknt and sells them in the subsequent primary reversal of the market. 

Xn thnory, thn long-term Investor is actually effectively investing 

In only fifty per cent of the total price movement. Xn contrast, 

the chart analyst, because his investment philosophy permits investment 

In both the long and short side of the market, ia capable of being 

engaged in effective investment onn-huadrnd per cent of the time. 

The greatest sdvantagn of the use of investment practices based 

on the Head-and-Shoulders formations or any of the various other 

formations is that they permit a more realistic appraisal of current 

marknt conditions and probable future market movement. The basis of 

this concept is the fact that the graphic presentation of a security's 

price history will actually provide a much more valid basis for an 

analysis of current market conditions. The success of investment based 

on the interpretation of reversal patterns is largely dependent on the 

interpretative ability of the chart analyst. 

One of the arguBients most often expressed by charting enthusiasts 

in support of price charting analysis as opposed to either fundamental 

or other forms of technical analysis is that price charting permits an 

investor to operate within the movement of the intermediate price trend 

and in so doing permits the investor more profit potential because of 

the greater price trend fluctuation. It should, however, be remembered 

that by operating within an area of price uovement characterized by 

rapid and extreme changes there is more risk of investment loss. This 

characteristic illustrates a basic fact. Investors who operate within 

Che intermediate trend movement normally are investors who have different 
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Invnstmnnt objnctlvns snd phllnsophUs than thosn who operate in thn 

prianry tmnd. Willn the diffnrnncn is of ton simply referred to as 

the diffnmnce bntwnen **spncttlntion" and "Inmstmwit," it is perhaps 

m o m correct to mfnr to thn distinction as that of "short-tem" and 

"loag^tnra" investment bncausn not all short-tnm invnstors sre 

"speculators" nor a m all long-tnm invnstors "invnstors" in the strict 

snnsn. Invnstors in thn strict sense are those whose Invnstment prnctlcns 

nrn charncterisnd by the attempt to inernnse current income, appreciation 

of invnstment vnlue, and safety of principle. Xn essence, the advantage 

gninnd by operntlng within the intermediate price trend, may in fact, 

not be an sdvsntsgn unless it is consistent with the investor's 

invnstment philosophy. 

To be an advantage, operation within the intermediate price trend 

should offer greater potential investment objective satisfaction than 

the method of investment currently pursued. In many inatancea, 

considering the objectives of the long-term investor, intermediate 

investment practices do not satisfy this requirement. Therefore, the 

so-called advantage of price charting in relation to its operation in 

the intemediate trend arises only in those instances wherein individual 

investment objectives and policies are not sacrificed. 

Xt is maintained that an analysis of Head-and-Shoulders formations 

permits an investor to determine when market conditions Indicate that 

an investment purchase or sale is justified. However, it is significant 

to note, that the indication is merely a possibility until the price 

trend confirms its direction by penetration of the'heckline." Until 
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penetration has occurred, the warning is msrely a possibility and no 

invnstment coosiltment can logically be juatified. Xt is obvious that 

by the time confirmation occurs, a rather significant amount of price 

fluctuation will havn been experienced, but the investor is, in theory, 

forced to defer investment action until the Head-and-Shoulders 

formation has been confirmed. Xt is clear that even though the activity 

of price charting permits an investor more frequent investment 

opportunities In the intermediate trend because it anticipates future 

movements, it does not anticipate those movements to the extent that 

many chartists would maintain. 

The Value of the Head-and-Shouldera formation to the individual 

investor is its reputed ability to predict the direction and trend of 

the price movement after the completion and confirmation of the 

Head-and-Shoulders formation. The basis of the prediction is the concept 

that the price movement will follow a trend. The determination of the 

direction of the trend is based on two assumptions: first, that the 

present direction of the price movement will be projected into the future 

and will not be appreciably altered, and second, that the conditions 

which produced the present trend will not be altered to the extent that 

they will not sustain the present price trend. Both these assumptions 

involve the same fundamental weakness, the further assumption that 

present conditions producing the price trend will continue. In the 

stock market, this is very questionable. If the future of stock prices 

were only affected by a small number of influences, then the assumption 

might not be quite so subject to question, however, in the market's 

discounting function, there is the reflection of the economic importance 
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of nn untold numbnr of nvents. For this reason, the Head-and-Shoulders 

formation is qunstlonnbln as a real prediction dnvicn for any 

apprnclnbln pnriod of time. 

The mensuramsnt dnvlce used to attempt to deteraine the minimum 

probnbln ascnnt or dnclinn of a stock price treiul from a Head-and-

Shoulders formation is based on the assumption that the demand and 

supply conditions which existed at the time of the formation of the 

"head" will be almost completely reversed. While this device is based 

on a considerable amount of charting experience, it would appear that 

it is somewhat too mechanical to be of real value. 

A very gnnnral criticism of the use of Head-and-Shoulders formations 

as a tripling device is the difficulty of identification. Many chart 

situations appear to reflect Head-and-Shoulders patterns, but for 

technical reasons are not valid Read-and-Shouldere formats. These 

patterns lack some of the technical requirements of valid Head-and-

Shoulders formations. If these chart formations are mistakenly assumed 

to be Head-and-Shoulders patterns and investment commitments are made, 

then the investor and his investment are largely at the mercy of the 

idiims of the market. In reverse, there are periods idien price charts 

reflect graphic pictures of Head-and-Shoulders patterns which because 

of technical conditions are not actually considered to be Head-and* 

Shoulders patterns. These technically incorrect patterns subsequently 

do react in the trend movement in a manner characteristic of the 

Head-and-Shoulders formation, but the investor does not realize the 

advantage of recognition of these patterns because they lacked some of 

the technical requirements of the Head-and-Shoulders formation and he 
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made no investment coanitment. 

Xn conclusion, it can bn said that the Head-and-Shoulders 

formations are of significant value to the investor in his investment 

decision, but they a m limited in many respects primerily because of 

the difficulty of their meognition. 



CHAPTBB XV 

SUMMARY AMD CONCUISI(»IS 

This thnsis hns eonsidnmd the broad definition, gnnernl background, 

basic thnory and ultimatnly the pmsnntatlon of selected revnrsal 

pnttnms. The objnctivn of this examination is the consldnration of 

the use of snleeted mvnrsnl pstterns as tools in the investmsnt dncision. 

Thn concnpt of price charting for investment purposes is an out

growth of the Dow Thnory. Many of the principles of price charting were 

taken vnrbat im from the thnory of the Dow concepts of market behavior, 

while others were derived from the characteristics recognised by the 

Dow Thnory. Still others were developed because of the inability of 

many Invnstors to adapt the Dow Theory to their needs. 

In summarised form, the general theory of technical analysis is as 

follows: first, the market price of a security is detemined completely 

by the balance of supply and demand pressure in the market; second, 

the eharaeteristics of supply and demand are determined by all of the 

various influences which could have an economic impact on the future 

value of a security. The determination of the nature of these influences 

is not within the scheme of investment method used by the price chartist 

for he is concerned only with the market conditions themselves. Third, 

with the exception of minor fluctuations, prices of securities tend to 

move in trends which persist for appreciable time periods. 

52 
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It Is on the basis of the concept of price trends that the chartist 

bnsns his nntim sbllity to predict trend movements of security prices. 

From this principle, thn chnrtist attempts to derive his predictions 

of the future movements of the price for a particular security. The 

success of thn chartist in his invnstment objectives Is directly related 

to his intnrpmtntivn and forecasting ability. The fourth concept of 

technical annlysls is that of ehangns in trends. Changes in tmnds 

rnpmsent shifts in the balance of supply and demand and regardless 

of how they are pros^ted, are detectable sooner or later in the action 

of the market itself. 

The specific reversal patterns considered in this exemination, the 

Head-and-Shoulders Bottom and Top, are reversal patterns v^ich are most 

frequently found in well-developed markets of either Bull or Bear 

classification. They are characterized by three significant price move

ments, which are termed "shoulders" and "heads." The Head-and-Shoulders 

formations are definite indications of price reversals which arc 

impending. Once confirmation has been accomplished by the price trend 

in penetrating the'^ckllne," the break-out of the price reversal is 

considered to be reliable for investment purposes. This type of reversal 

pattern is adaptable for use in many investment decisions because of its 

reliability once it has confirmed its trend. 
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Xn considering the vnlidity of the use of Head-and-Shoulders 

pnttnms as tools in the investment decision, it must be an analysis 

from thn standpoint of the theory on which the general concept of 

revnrsal patterns is based. Without an attempt to fom an analysis 

from this point of view no logical conclusions can be reached. 

The technical analyst believes that the market price is the 

discounted product of all things which could affect the value of a 

security. On the basis of this assuiq^tion, the technical analyst gives 

no consideration to the nature of individual securities in themselves. 

While this assumption is probably quite valid in a limited sense, it 

would appear that it gives too much credit to the ability of the market 

to analyzn the value of the many factors which could affect seciurity 

values. The market Is, after all, only the product of human behavior 

and as much, sid>ject to the weaknesses of judgment of the human mind. 

While securities tend to move in rather clearly defined trends 

in relation to price oiovements, the assumption that a trend pattern 

which is similar or even identical to that of previous patterns can be 

expected to cookiete its movement in the same manner is somewhat akin 

to gambling. The last market price which is recorded is the summation 

of the opinion of many different investors as to the worth of the 

security to the close of the market at that particular time. Even 

though this price represents much knowledge of future developments, it 

is quite possible that there will be other future events which will 

affect security prices in a different manner than in the past. When this 
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occurs, thn sneurity prlcn tmnd will probably differ considerably from 

thnt of previous pnrlods. Engardlnss of idint the market price of a 

security dons, its ultimatn valun will bn determined on the basis of 

its intrinsic vnlun. For this mnson, it is doid>tful that the marknt 

prlcn of sncuritins at nil timns reflect the value of the securities. 

Thn tnchnicnl ennlyst criticises thn Dow Thnory because it is 

Inndnquatn for his investment purposes, it is late in its indications. 

It opnrntns in the primary price trend, and it does not pemlt the 

greatest smount of profit through invns&ssnt. 

Historically, investors who obtained the greatest successes in 

their invnstments through the use of the Dow Theory have been long-term 

Invnstors idio were interested not only in income and capital appreciation, 

but also in investment security. The Dow Theory has been conservative 

in its indications of changes in business conditions primarily because 

of the lag factor resulting from the necessity of confirmation. Even 

though it has been late in its indications of changes in conditions, 

it has, nevertheless, indicated them. For those investors who adhered 

to its principles consistently, it rewarded them with capital 

appreciation and a valid means for determination of an approximate timing 

method. It, of course, did not indicate the exact point when investment 

action should be taken,but it did indicate an approximate time. 

The Dow Theory has been criticized because it is said to be late 

in its indications of reversals in trends. It is late in the sense 

that the exact point of reversal may have passed, but when the reversal 

actually is reflected in the Dow Indicators, there is actually a reversal 
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and not a falsn movnmsnt. For this reason thn Ikm investor is not 

quite ns subjnct to the costly market fluctuations as investors using 

other theories. 

The Dow Theory operates in the movement of the primary trend and 

places little reliance on the other movnments of the market in areas 

other than those of the primary trend. Because of this factor the 

Dow invnstor is not concerned with the extremes of market movement, 

but with its long-range movement. 

Operation within the area of the primary price trend prevents the 

profits which are available in the movement of the intermediate price 

trend from being realized by the invnstor. This factor has always 

been a criticism of the Dow Theory by investors who were interested in 

the profit which is available in the intermediate fluctuations. While 

this criticism is justified, it is not in context unless It is 

remetnbered that because the Dow Theory avoids the extremes of short-

term trends it affords a much more stable plan of Investment than does 

a plan which reflects the movement of the short-term fluctuations, 

even though a considerable amount of profit potential is sacrificed. 

All of these criticisms are primary reasons for the development of 

the concept of price charting and technical analysis. While technical 

analysis and price charting may, to a degree, remove the objectionable 

factors of the Dow Theory and at the same time relieve the investor from 

the necessity of fundamental analysis, it has yet to either prove 

itself to be of as great a value in investment as some of its disciples 

would advocate or those ̂ o employ it in their investment decisions 

are lacking in ability to apply it for its reputation as a valid 
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Invnstannt mnthod Is somewhnt questionable. 

Xnstnsd of attempting to dnvise a plan of investment which is either 

fundaaentnl or tnchnicnl with no phase of thn other plan in the one 

chosnn, it would appnar that thn most logical invnstment plan would be 

a coohinntion of both. An invnstor using a combination of both 

concepts would havn a vastly supnrlor amount of knowledge at his 

dlsposnl than an invnstor using only one or the other method. 

Xt is doubtful that the question of timing can ever be logically 

eliminated from the investment decision in relation to the questions 

of just whnt is rnpmsnntnd by the security, regardless of what may be 

claimed by charting advocates. Xn the aasaa sense, it is quite doubt

ful that fundamental analysis can provide investors with the type of 

information which they require for making a logical timing decision 

in their investments. With a combination of the information provided 

by fundamental and technical analysis, however, it is quite probable 

thnt thn investor would find that he has been provided with a very 

significant and useful tool for investment analysis. 

Xn answer to the specific contention by the advocates of both 

schools of thought, an investment which is made that does not take into 

consideration the implications of both the product of fundamental as 

well as technical analysis is an investment without the strongest 

foundation. 

Xn this thesis, the specific reversal patterns which were considered 

were those of the Head-and-Shoulders Top and Bottom formations. These 

formations are considered to be specific indications of either an 

impending down-turn or up-turn in security prices respectively. The 
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chartist in the instance of either type of Head-and-Shoulders pattern 

is never certain until confirmation of the trend has occurred just 

what type of movement is in process* For this reason, he is prevented 

from an adjustment of his investment coanitment so as to realize the 

greatest profit advantage. Xf some of the information which could be 

derived from the use of fundamental analysis could bn used in 

conjunction with charted analysis it might be possible to more safely 

and profitably make invnstment decisions even though the developing 

Head-and-Shoulders formation had not confirmed its movement. 

Xn specific conclusion, technical analysis has recognized the 

existence of certain characteristics of the stock market which have 

been ascertained to be of considerable value in the investment decision. 

Fundamental analysis has become a well-developed method of allocating 

a value to securities based on the intrinsic value derived from the 

analysis of the various factors which could be expected to influence 

the value of securities. At present it is considered by advocates of 

both philosophies that the two investment methods are incoo^atlble. 

This contention is highly questionable In that each concept could 

contribute much to the validity of the other if they were not considered 

to be incospatlble. 
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Ifaltiple Haad-and-Shouldera^ 

Within thn body of the thesis text, the Head-and-Shoulders 

formations which were considered were those consisting of three well-

defined elements, "heed," **left shoulder," and "right shoulder." 

Head-and-Shoulders formations do not always form in the manner of these 

three well-defined elements. They often form patterns which have 

either more than one "head" or more than two "shoulders," or other 

combinations. These are termed complex formations. 

The multiple formations are most commonly found in primary market 

bottoms. The most important factor which contributes to this condition 

is the fact that the price trend is directly affected by the influence 

of the general market trend in greater degree than in the case of a 

Head-and-Shoulders formation in a primary market top or within the 

movement of the intermediate market price movement. 

As in the normal, three-element Head-and Shoulders formation, 

there is a very marked degree of symmetry in the appearance of the 

Complex Formations. There will almost always be the same number of 

"shoulders" on the right side of the "head" as there are on the left 

side. The relative size of these elements will also be quite similar. 

The minimim reversal measur^oaents for the Complex Formations 

are the same as those which were described for the normal Head-and-

Shoulders pattern. The distinction between the two in terms of trend 

Robert D. Edwards and John Magee present the additional reversal 
patterns discussed in this appendix in their text. Technical Analysis 
of Stock Trend. 
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Impllentions la primarily in terms of the rate of changn in thn prlcn 

tmnd movnmant. Xn thn normal Hnad-and-Shouldnrs formation the 

prlcn movnnent is almost always a very definite movement which is 

complntnd within n mlntlvnly short pnriod of time and without any 

npprnciable amount of minor price reaction. Xn contrast, the price 

movement after the completion of a Cai^»lex Formation is characterized 

by a leisurely movement of the price trend with the very definite 

possibility of minor trend reactions. The basis for this difference 

is thn fact that in the Complex Formations, the price trend is 

directly affected by the condition of the market as a whole in terms 

of the price trend of the primary movement. The normal Head-and-

Shoulders formatl<»ii, however, is largely independent of the influence 

of the primary market movement in a direct snnse. 

For purposes of illustration, two graphic presentations of the 

Multiple Head-and-Shoulders formations follow this discussion. One 

is a graphic presentation of a Multiple Head-and-Shoulders Top which 

consists of the normal two "shoulders," but with three "head" elements, 

and the second is a Multiple Head-and-Shoulders Bottom which consists 

of four "shoulder" elements and one "head" element. 

In relation to the investment significance of the Complex Formations, 

there is little difference between investment on the basis of the 

multiple formations and investment on the basis of the normal Head-and-

Shoulders formation. One significant point which is more pronounced 

in the event of the formation of Complex Formations is the very definite 

need for patience on the part of the investor. While the normal 
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Bnnd-nnd-Shouldnrs formation can usually be expected to complete its 

formation In a mlatively short period of time, the Complex Formations 

will of ton require much longer periods of time since they are the 

product of the primary marknt movement and, therefore, subject to the 

more Inlsumly and stable movement of this tretnd. 
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Ttlanaular Formation^ 

Triangular Formations are price patterns which do not always 

signify a mvnrsnl in price trends. In many instances, these patterns 

signify a consolidation of sneurity movement which actually sets the 

stage for a continund movement in the original dimctlon of the price 

tmnd, but at an even stronger rate. At other times, however, the 

Triangular Formations do definitnly indicate that a price reversal is 

coming. As in the Head-and-Shoulders formations, however, there is 

no actual method of determination of the specific point in time where 

the revnrsal can bn expected to occur, the most significant value of 

the Trini^ulnr Formations is the fact that they indicate that price 

trend conditicms are definitely in a position in which a price reversal 

could occur. 

The first Triangular Formation to be considered is that of the 

Symmetrical Triangle. The Sysmetrical Triangles which have been 

illustrated following this discussion are of the same basic type, with 

the exception that in the first the eventual price trend is that of an 

upward price penetration and a sustained upward price trend, while the 

second Triangular illustration illustrates a price penetration of the 

bottom of the triangle and a resulting sustained downward price movement. 

The Synmetrical Triangle is composed of a series of price 

fluctuations each of which is smaller than the preceding. These price 

fluctuations do not require any particular time period for the completion 

2 
Ibid. 
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of their construction of the Synnetrlcal Triangle. 

Ourlng thn formation of thn Symnstricnl Trisngle, the movement 

of thn volume pnttnrn Is quits similar to that of the price fluctuation. 

As thn prlcn fluctnntions bncons smsllnr and smallnr, volume fluctuates 

less and Inss with the eventual result that volume can decline 

considnrnbly during the latter phase of construction. However, when 

the initinl prlcn penetration of the pattern is finally accomplished 

snd the price tmnd is firmly sstablished, the voluoie pattern can be 

expected to incmasn nt a vnry xt^ijd, rate. The movement of both price 

and volume in the rate and degree of change once the trend has 

suddenly been indicated has resulted in a name ^Ich has been attached 

to thn SynsMtrical Triangle which is indicative of the rapidity of the 

movement. The term is "Coil" Which refers to the action of a coiled 

spring which is suddenly released. 

Before a Triangular Formation can be constructed on a price chart, 

there must be four minor price reversals which are evident in the 

graphic price picture, two minor tops and two minor bottoms. Generally, 

ths longer the pnriod of time that is consumed in the consolidation 

formation, that is, the further the price movement extends into the 

apex of the formation, the less pronounced the reaction is when it 

eventually occurs. 

Prices may move out of a Symmetrical Triangle in either direction, 

either up or down. The common rule for determining whether a price 

break-out has occurred is that the price moves outside the triangle by 

approximately three per cent of the width of the triangle at the point 
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of pnnatrniion with rnthnr hnnvy vnlwne. Bnnvy volume is considered to 

hn n Qsnnnnlcy for n hmnk*out in nithnr dimctlon. 

Fnr invnstmsnt purposes, nntreias caution should bn used in those 

instnncns whnmin trUuagulnr formations arn idnntifind in the prlcn 

movnsnnt of a sneurity. Thnsn formations often n m characterized by 

prlcn bmnk througha that moult in suhsnqunnt prlcn mvnrsals that are 

opposltn in dimctlon to that which was originally Indicntnd by ths 

directlim of movnmsnt of thn initinl penetration of ths triangular 

limits. Any invnstment coanitsmats based on the Syanstrienl Trinnglns 

should bn mndn with ths upsMSt caution. 

Thn nncond group of triangles to be pmsnntnd in this discussion 

a m those known aa the Right-Angle Trinnglns. Them a m two types of 

&lght«Angln Trinnglns, the Ascnndlng aod thn Descending pnttnms. 

Elght*Angln Trinnglns are distinguished by the fact that otm of their 

bouadarins is prnctically horisontal luid the other slopes toward it. 

Xf the top line is horisoatal and thn bottoei line slopes to meet it 

sojisft^m out to thn right on thn chart, the triangle is of the ascending 

type. Xf the bottom is horlsontsl and tl^ top line slopes down* the 

triangle is descending. 

Thn itaost logical explanation of thn basis for the formation of the 

Ascending Triangles is that %i^n a growist^ demand for a security 

encounters a large block of shams t^ich are for siile at a fixed price, 

the fluctuations produced by minor reactions will bec<rjio less pronounced 

aa time passes nnd the Inrgn amount of securities i^ich are available 

are either exhausted or thny are not sufficient to satisfy the growing 

demand. 
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Deacending Triangles are created by attempts of large investors to 

purchase large quantities of a aecurity at a predetermined price below 

the market. As successive rallies occur which are prompted by the 

large purchases of the security, are in turn stifled by increasing 

supplies of the stock, the height of each successive rally is less than 

that of the preceding rally which contributes to the characteristic 

descending side of the triangle. 

The volume characteristics of both the Ascending and the Descending 

Triangles are approximately the same. In the formation of both, the 

volume tends to increase on each rally and decline on each price decline, 

As the price movement approaches the end of the formation, or its apex, 

the volume will normally decline noticeably until the penetrations 

occurs, at which time volume increases. The illustrations which follow 

this discussion are exemples of the Triangular Formations and Include 

examples of the SyniBetrical Triangles, and the Ascending and Descending 

Triangles. 
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